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Abstract
This paper looks at the two-layer ocean model from a wave turbulence perspective. A symmetric
form of the two-layer kinetic equation for Rossby waves is derived using canonical variables, allowing
the turbulent cascade of energy between the barotropic and baroclinic modes to be studied. It turns
out that energy is transferred via local triad interactions from the large-scale baroclinic modes to the
baroclinic and barotropic modes at the Rossby deformation scale. From there it is then transferred
to the large-scale barotropic modes via a nonlocal inverse transfer. Using scale separation a sys-
tem of coupled equations were obtained for the small-scale baroclinic component and the large-scale
barotropic component. Since the total energy of the small-scale component is not conserved, but the
total barotropic plus baroclinic energy is conserved, the baroclinic energy loss at small scales will be
compensated by the growth of the barotropic energy at large scales. It is found that this transfer is
mostly anisotropic and mostly to the zonal component.
1 Introduction
In the ocean, due to the vast amount of processes operating at different temporal and spacial scales,
direct use of the underlying Navier-Stokes equations are neither realistic nor feasible. Consequently, this
makes simplified nonlinear models a very important tool for studying large-scale geophysical flows. A
breakthrough in this modelling was achieved by Charney in 1948 (Charney, 1948). He used the fact that
large-scale geophysical flows are quasi-hydrostatic and quasi-adiabatic to derive his famous barotropic one-
layer beta-plane equation. On the other hand, barotropic equations often do not adequately represent
reality as they lack the mechanism for energy injection and generation of turbulence. The two-layer
model first introduced by Phillips in 1951 (Phillips, 1951) represents the next level of realism in describing
geophysical fluid dynamics (GFD). Indeed this model allows for baroclinic motions and as a result baroclinic
instabilities which are believed to be the main source of energy for large-scale geophysical turbulence.
Similar to Kraichnan’s 1967 (Kraichnan, 1967) picture of two-dimensional barotropic motion with the
inverse energy and direct enstrophy cascades, there have been ideas put forward for two-layer baroclinic
motion. Most notably Salmon (Salmon, 1978) suggested in 1978 that energy enters at large horizontal
scales, kF , in the baroclinic mode. It then moves towards higher wavenumbers until it reaches the Rossby
deformation scale, kR, (one over the Rossby deformation radius) where eddies generated through baroclinic
instability (BI) (Lin, 1980) energise the barotropic mode. Energy then moves back towards large scales via
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an inverse barotropic cascade. In the presence of the beta-effect this inverse cascade is anisotropic meaning
energy going to large scales will have a dominant zonal component. At scales smaller than the Rossby
deformation scale there is a direct enstrophy cascade in each layer until it is scattered into three-dimensional
turbulence.
The equations of geophysical fluid dynamics support large-scale wave motions known as Rossby waves.
It has long been realised that triplets of Rossby wave modes known as resonant triads can play a special
role in transferring energy between scales. By a resonant triad we will understand a set of three modes
for which both the wavenumbers and frequencies are in resonance i.e. k1 + k2 = k3 and ωk1 + ωk2 = ωk3
where ωk is the dispersion relation of the waves (see section 2). Types of triad include - three barotropic
modes, three baroclinic modes and those with mixed barotropic and baroclinic modes. Such resonant triads
are effective when the level of geophysical turbulence is relatively weak. Otherwise non-resonant/vortex
interactions, typical of non-rotating classical turbulence, would be more appropriate. Salmon (Salmon,
1978) studied the dynamics of the energy exchange within an individual non-resonant triad. However, in
real geophysical turbulence many modes are excited simultaneously and therefore many coupled triads are
active and mutually interacting. Such complex multi-dimensional systems call for a statistical description
and this brings us to the domain of the wave turbulence (WT) approach. WT deals with correlators of
the original wave fields, for the evolution of which the kinetic equation is derived (Zakharov et al., 1992;
Nazarenko, 2011).
WT is a tool that has proved valuable and effective in a great variety of cases from quantum to
astrophysical scales i.e. quantum turbulence in superfluid helium (L’vov et al., 2006), surface sea waves
(Bedard et al., 2013), magneto-hydrodynamic turbulence in astrophysics and laboratory plasmas (Tronko et al.,
2013) and turbulence in rotating and stratified fluids (Bartello, 1995). A great advantage of WT is that
Kolmogorov-like spectra, for direct and inverse cascades, can be obtained as exact analytical solutions
of the corresponding kinetic equations (?). They are called the Kolmogorov-Zakharov (KZ) spectra
(Zakharov et al., 1992; Nazarenko, 2011). Similar to Kolmogorov’s solutions in classical hydrodynamic
turbulence, the pure KZ solutions are only expected when the forcing and dissipation scales are separated
by a wide inertial range of scales. In more realistic situations the kinetic equations remain useful in mod-
elling both stationary and evolving turbulence spectra. For example, kinetic equations are widely used as
a tool for day-to-day operational sea-wave weather forecasting (Janssen, 2008).
For the two-layer baroclinic model the WT approach was first introduced by Kozlov et al. (Kozlov et al.,
1987) who derived kinetic equations for the barotropic and baroclinic Rossby wave components. They used
a direct derivation with the physical variables for the normal barotropic and baroclinic modes. Unfortu-
nately, the resulting kinetic equations were long and complicated when written in such variables, making
them difficult to be used for further analysis. In the present paper we revisit WT theory for a two-layer
ocean model. We derive a symmetric form of the Hamiltonian dynamical equations using the wave-action
variables, which allows us to obtain kinetic equations which are compact and symmetric and therefore eas-
ier to use for modelling. Further, we use the kinetic equations to study the situation when the baroclinic
and barotropic modes are scale separated. This gives us a very simple equation for the baroclinic energy
spectrum which has the form of a diffusion equation in wavenumber space. We then use this equation
to give a qualitative description of the coupled two component system, small-scale baroclinic waves and
large-scale, zonally dominated barotropic turbulence.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we introduce the two-layer model and it’s
Hamiltonian form and following Kozlov et al. rewrite it in terms of the baroclinic and barotropic modes.
In section 3, we rewrite our equations in Fourier space and symmetrize them, under the assumption that
the dominant interactions occur on the resonant manifold (i.e. such that both the wavenumbers and
frequencies of the triads in the nonlinear term are in resonance). Such a symmetric Hamiltonian equation
will serve as the starting point of the derivation of the kinetic equations, which is done in section 4. In
section 5, we derive a simplified diffusion equation for the scale separated system (small-scale baroclinic
component and large-scale barotropic component) and build a qualitative picture of the evolution in such
a system. In section 6, we will present a summary of our results.
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2 Two-layer equations
Let us consider two immiscible fluid layers, each with constant density ρi and with the upper layer (i =
1) fluid lighter than the lower layer (i = 2) fluid, as required for gravitational stability. The two-layer
equations are:
∂
∂t
[∆ψ1 +
f 20
g′h1
(ψ2 − ψ1)] + β
∂ψ1
∂x
= −J [ψ1,∆ψ1 +
f 20
g′h1
(ψ2 − ψ1)], (1)
∂
∂t
[∆ψ2 +
f 20
g′h2
(
ρ1
ρ2
ψ1 − ψ2)] + β
∂ψ2
∂x
= −J [ψ2,∆ψ2 +
f 20
g′h2
(
ρ1
ρ2
ψ1 − ψ2)], (2)
where ψ1 ≡ ψ1(x, y, t), ψ2 ≡ ψ2(x, y, t) are the stream functions for the upper and lower layers respectively,
J [a, b] = ∂xa∂yb − ∂ya∂xb is the Jacobian, f0 is the mean value of the Coriolis parameter, f = f0 + β,
g
′
= g(ρ2 − ρ1/ρ2) is the reduced gravity and hi is the height of each layer. For us to use the kinetic
framework, these equations must first be modified so that each linear part contains only one unknown
function. Doing this is equivalent to introducing normal modes:
ψσ = ψ1 + s
σψ2, σ = +,− (3)
where ψ+ = ψ1 + s
+ψ2 is the barotropic normal mode and ψ
− = ψ1+ s
−ψ2 is the baroclinic normal mode.
Following the working of (Kozlov et al., 1987) we get the single equation:
∂
∂t
(∆ψσ − F σψσ) + β
∂ψσ
∂x
= −λ
∑
µν
[pσµνJ(ψ
µ,∆ψν) + F σgσµνJ(ψ
µ, ψν)], (4)
where λ = (s+ − s−) and the coupling coefficients pσµν are as follows:
p+++ = s
+ + (s−)2, p+
−−
= s+(1 + s+), p++− = −s
+(1 + s−) = p+
−+, (5)
p−++ = s
−(1 + s−), p−
−−
= s− + (s+)2, p−+− = −s
−(1 + s+) = p−
−+,
g++− = −g
+
−+ = −
1
2
(s+ − s−) = g−+− = −g
−
−+.
F σ =
f 20
g′h1
−
ρ1
ρ2
f 20
g′h2
sσ, (6)
where (F σ)−1/2 are the barotropic (σ = +) and the baroclinic (σ = −) Rossby deformation radii respec-
tively. s± are solutions of the following quadratic equation:
ρ1
ρ2
1
h2
s2 + (
1
h2
−
1
h1
)s−
1
h1
= 0. (7)
Since the density of water masses in the Earth’s oceans varies insignificantly, we have (ρ2 − ρ1)/ρ2 << 1,
so that ρ1/ρ2 ≃ 1. Consequently the roots of equation (7) are:
s+ ≃
h2
h1
, s− ≃ −1. (8)
3 Fourier space representation
Let us now put equation (4) into Fourier space. Let the system be in a periodic box, with period L in
both directions. Fourier series representation of the barotropic and baroclinic stream function is:
ψσ(x, t) =
∑
k
ψˆσ(k, t)eik·x, (9)
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with Fourier coefficients:
ψˆσ(k, t) =
1
L2
∫
ψσ(x, t)e−ik·xdx, (10)
where k = (kx, ky) is a 2D wave vector taking values on a 2D discrete lattice: kx = 2πl/L, ky =
2πm/L; l, m ∈ Z2. Fourier transforming equation (4) we get:
∂
∂t
(−k2 − F σ)ψˆσ
k
+ iβkxψˆ
σ
k
= −λ
∑
µν
∑
k1,k2
[pσµν(k1xψˆ
µ
1k2yk
2
2ψˆ
ν
2 − k1yψˆ
µ
1k2xk
2
2ψˆ
ν
2 ) (11)
+F σgσµν(k1xψˆ
µ
1 k2yψˆ
ν
2 − k1yψˆ
µ
1 k2xψˆ
ν
2 )]δ
k
12,
where ψˆµ1 ≡ ψˆ
µ
k1
and ψˆν2 ≡ ψˆ
ν
k2
. Now dividing by −(k2 + F σ) and swapping 1 and 2 we get:
∂tψˆ
σ
k
+ iωσ
k
ψˆσ
k
= λ
∑
µν
∑
k1,k2
Dσµν
k1k2
ψˆµ1 ψˆ
ν
2δ
k
12, (12)
where:
δk12 = δ(k− k1 − k2), (13)
ωσ
k
= −
βkx
k2 + F σ
, (14)
Dσµν
k1k2
=
Cσµν
k1k2
k2 + F σ
, (15)
and:
Cσµν
k1k2
=
1
2
pσµν(k1 × k2)z(k
2
2 − k
2
1 + F
ν − F µ). (16)
3.1 Introducing the wave-action variable and symmetrization
Let us introduce the wave-action variable:
a±
k
=
ψˆ±
k√
|ω±
k
s±|
. (17)
Substituting this into equation (12) we get:
a˙σ
k
√
|kx|
√
|sσ|
(k2 + F σ)
+ iωσ
k
aσ
k
√
|kx|
√
|sσ|
(k2 + F σ)
=
λ
2(k2 + F σ)
∑
µν
∑
k1,k2
pσµν(k1xk2y − k2xk1y) (18)
×(k22 − k
2
1 + F
ν − F µ)a¯µ1 a¯
ν
2
√
|k1x|
√
|k2x|
√
|sµ|
√
|sν |
(k21 + F
µ)(k22 + F
ν)
δk12,
where aµ1 ≡ a
µ
k1
, aν2 ≡ a
ν
k2
and a˙σ
k
denotes the derivative. To make the equation more symmetric we
rewrote the Kronecker delta, δk12 = δ(k− k1− k2) as δk12 = δ(k+ k1 + k2). In order to do this we changed
k1 → −k1 and k2 → −k2. Consequently a−k1 = a¯k1 and a−k2 = a¯k2 , where a¯ denotes the complex
4
conjugate. Rearranging the above equation we get:
a˙σ
k
+ iωσ
k
aσ
k
= −
λ
2
∑
µν
∑
k1,k2
pσµν(kxk2y − k2xky) (19)
×
(k22 − k
2
1 + F
ν − F µ)
(k21 + F
µ)(k22 + F
ν)
a¯µ1 a¯
ν
2
∣∣∣∣k1xk2xkx
∣∣∣∣
1/2 ∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣
1/2
δk12,
= −
λ
2
sign(kx)
∑
µν
∑
k1,k2
pσµν |k1xk2xkx|
1/2(k2y − k2xky/kx)
×
(
1
k21 + F
µ
−
1
k22 + F
ν
)
a¯µ1 a¯
ν
2
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣
1/2
δk12,
= −
λ
2
sign(kx)
∑
µν
∑
k1,k2
pσµν |k1xk2xkx|
1/2a¯µ1 a¯
ν
2
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣
1/2
×
(
k2y
k21 + F
µ
−
k2y
k22 + F
ν
−
k2xky/kx
k21 + F
µ
+
k2xky/kx
k22 + F
ν
)
δk12.
Substituting the resonant conditions k2y = −ky − k1y and k2x = −kx − k1x into the brackets we get:
a˙σ
k
+ iωσ
k
aσ
k
= −
λ
2
sign(kx)
∑
µν
∑
k1,k2
pσµν |k1xk2xkx|
1/2a¯µ1 a¯
ν
2
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣
1/2
(20)
×
(
−ky − k1y
k21 + F
µ
−
k2y
k22 + F
ν
−
(−kx − k1x)ky/kx
k21 + F
µ
+
k2xky/kx
k22 + F
ν
)
δk12,
= −
λ
2
sign(kx)
∑
µν
∑
k1,k2
pσµν |k1xk2xkx|
1/2a¯µ1 a¯
ν
2
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣
1/2
×
(
−k1y
k21 + F
µ
−
k2y
k22 + F
ν
+
k1xky/kx
k21 + F
µ
+
k2xky/kx
k22 + F
ν
)
δk12.
Finally using the resonant condition −ωσ
k
= ωµ1 + ω
ν
2 we get:
a˙σ
k
+ iωσ
k
aσ
k
= sign(kx)
∑
µν
∑
k1,k2
V σµν
k12 p
σ
µν a¯
µ
1 a¯
ν
2
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣
1/2
δk12, (21)
where:
V σµν
k12 =
λ
2
|k1xk2xkx|
1/2
(
k1y
k21 + F
µ
+
k2y
k22 + F
ν
+
ky
k2 + F σ
)
, (22)
is the nonlinear interaction coefficient for the wave-action variable.
4 Derivation of the kinetic equations
4.1 Time-scale separation
Let us rewrite equation (21) in terms of an interaction representation variable:
b±
k
= a±
k
eiω
±
k
t, (23)
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to get:
ib˙σ
k
= sign(kx)
∑
µν
∑
12
V σµν
k12 p
σ
µν b¯
µ
1 b¯
ν
2e
iωσµν
k12
t
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣
1/2
δk12, (24)
where bµ1 ≡ b
µ
k1
, bν2 ≡ b
ν
k2
,
∑
12
=
∑
k1,k2
and ωσµν
k12 = ω
σ
k
+ ωµ
k1
+ ων
k2
. Let us assume that the wave amplitudes
are small and nonlinearity is weak and separate the linear and nonlinear time scales as follows:
τL =
2π
ωk
<< τNL =
2π
ǫ2ωk
, (25)
in order to filter out the fast oscillatory motions and describe the slowly changing wave statistics. Let us
now introduce an intermediate time T = 2π
ǫωk
and find a solution for the wave amplitudes b±
k
at time t = T
using the following expansion in the small nonlinearity parameter ǫ≪ 1 (Nazarenko, 2011):
b±
k
(T ) = b
±(0)
k
+ ǫb
±(1)
k
+ ǫ2b
±(2)
k
+ ... (26)
The first term in the expansion O(ǫ0) corresponds to the linear approximation in which the interaction
representation amplitude is time independent:
b
±(0)
k
(T ) = b±
k
(0). (27)
Now substitute b
±(0)
k
into the right hand side of equation (24) to get O(ǫ1):
ib˙
σ(1)
k
= sign(kx)
∑
µν
∑
12
V σµν
k12 p
σ
µν b¯
µ(0)
1 b¯
ν(0)
2 e
iωσµν
k12
t
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣
1/2
δk12, (28)
and integrate to get:
b
σ(1)
k
(T ) = −i sign(kx)
∑
µν
∑
12
V σµν
k12 p
σ
µν b¯
µ(0)
1 b¯
ν(0)
2 ∆T (ω
σµν
k12 )
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣
1/2
δk12, (29)
where:
∆T (ω
σµν
k12 ) =
T∫
0
eiω
σµν
k12
tdt. (30)
For the O(ǫ2) term we get:
ib˙
σ(2)
k
= 2 sign(kx)
∑
µν
∑
12
V σµν
k12 p
σ
µν b¯
µ(1)
1 b¯
ν(0)
2 e
iωσµν
k12
t
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣
1/2
δk12, (31)
where 2 arises due to the symmetry with respect to changing indices 1↔ 2. Substitute b
σ(1)
k
from equation
(29) into (31) and integrate to get:
b
σ(2)
k
(T ) = −2 sign(kxk1x)
∑
µν
∑
1234
V σµν
k12 V
νσµ
134 p
σ
µνp
ν
σµ|s
µ|b¯
ν(0)
2 b
µ(0)
3 b
ν(0)
4 E(ω
νσµ
134 , ω
σµν
k12 )δk12δ134, (32)
where:
E(ωνσµ134 , ω
σµν
k12 ) =
T∫
0
∆T (ω
νσµ
134 )e
iωσµν
k12
tdt, (33)
and
∑
1234
≡
∑
k1,k2,k3,k4
. We do not need to find higher-order terms in the expansion since a non-trivial closure
arises in the order ǫ2.
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4.2 Statistical averaging
The dynamical equations above describe the time evolution of wave amplitudes and phases. At weak
nonlinearity with a large number of excited waves such a description is generally redundant so the dynamical
description of a wave system is replaced by a statistical one in terms of correlation functions of the field
(Nazarenko, 2011). First we must do a weak nonlinearity expansion for the one-mode generating function
at the intermediate time T as follows:
< |b±
k
(T )|2 > = < |b
±(0)
k
+ ǫb
±(1)
k
+ ǫ2b
±(2)
k
|2 > (34)
= < |b
±(0)
k
|2 + ǫ(|b¯
±(0)
k
b
±(1)
k
|+ c.c.) + ǫ2|b
±(1)
k
|2 + ǫ2(|b¯
±(0)
k
b
±(2)
k
|+ c.c.) >,
where <> denotes the ensemble average. Now we can perform statistical averaging over the random phases
and amplitudes, starting with the former. The ǫ1 term using equation (29) is:
< |b¯
±(0)
k
b
±(1)
k
| >ϕ = −i sign(kx)
∑
µν
∑
k12
V σµν
k12 p
σ
µν
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣
1/2
< b¯
±(0)
k
b¯
µ(0)
1 b¯
ν(0)
2 >ϕ ∆T (ω
σµν
k12 )δk12 + c.c.(35)
Wick’s contraction rule (Nazarenko, 2011) states that < ψl1, ψl2, ..., ψ¯m1, ψ¯m2 > is zero unless the number of
ψ’s in it equal the number of ψ¯’s. So by Wick’s contraction rule, since the correlation function in equation
(35) has an odd number of terms, it and its complex conjugate are zero. The first ǫ2 term is:
< |b
±(1)
k
|2 >ϕ =
∑
µν
∑
1234
V σµν
k12 V¯
σµν
k34 (p
σ
µν)
2
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣ < bµ(0)1 bν(0)2 b¯µ(0)3 b¯ν(0)4 >ϕ (36)
×∆T (ω
σµν
k12 )∆¯T (ω
σµν
k34 )δk12δk34.
In equation (36) we must look for combinations of wave vectors in the fourth order correlator
< b
µ(0)
1 b
ν(0)
2 b¯
µ(0)
3 b¯
ν(0)
4 >ϕ that give a nonzero phase average. Replacing the four-point function by a product
of two two-point functions we have (Nazarenko, 2011):
< b
µ(0)
1 b
ν(0)
2 b¯
µ(0)
3 b¯
ν(0)
4 > = < b
µ(0)
1 b¯
µ(0)
3 >< b
ν(0)
2 b¯
ν(0)
4 > + < b
µ(0)
1 b¯
ν(0)
4 >< b
ν(0)
2 b¯
µ(0)
3 > (37)
+ < b
µ(0)
1 b¯
ν(0)
−2 >< b¯
µ(0)
3 b
ν(0)
−4 >,
i.e. wavenumbers k1 = k3 and k2 = k4 or k1 = k4 and k2 = k3. Since b¯k = b−k we also have k1 = −k2 and
k3 = −k4. The first two are the same from the 1 ↔ 2 symmetry. The last combination has zero delta’s
because k1 = −k2 ⇒ k− k2 + k2 = 0 which is impossible since k 6= 0 and similarly for k3 = −k4.
Defining:
J±k = |b
±
k
|2, (38)
equation (36) becomes:
< |b
±(1)
k
|2 >ϕ= 2
∑
µν
∑
12
|V σµν
k12 |
2(pσµν)
2
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣ Jµ1 Jν2 |∆T (ωσµνk12 )|2δk12. (39)
The second ǫ2 term using equation (32) is:
< |b¯
±(0)
k
b
±(2)
k
| >ϕ = −2 sign(kx) sign(k1x)
∑
µν
∑
1234
V σµν
k12 V
νσµ
134 p
σ
µνp
ν
σµ|s
µ| < b¯
±(0)
k
b¯
ν(0)
2 b
µ(0)
3 b
ν(0)
4 >ϕ (40)
×E(ωνσµ134 , ω
σµν
k12 )δk12δ134 + c.c.
Again we look for combinations of wave vectors that give a nonzero phase average. We have k = k3 and
k2 = k4 or k = k4 and k2 = k3 or k = −k2 and k3 = −k4. The first two are the same from the 3 ↔ 4
symmetry. The last combination is ruled out as the deltas are zero. So equation (40) becomes:
< |b¯
±(0)
k
b
±(2)
k
| >ϕ= −4 sign(kxk1x)
∑
µν
∑
12
|V σµν
k12 |
2pσµνp
ν
σµ|s
µ|Jσ
k
Jν2E(ω
νσµ
134 , ω
σµν
k12 )δk12. (41)
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We now want to perform amplitude averaging and introduce the wave spectrum:
< J±
k
>= (
2π
L
)2n±
k
, (42)
into equations (39) and (41). Summing the resulting two equations we get:
(
L
2π
)2 < |b±
k
(T )|2 − |b±
k
(0)|2 > = 2(
2π
L
)2
∑
µν
∑
12
|V σµν
k12 |
2(pσµν)
2
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣nµ1nν2 |∆T (ωσµνk12 )|2δk12 (43)
+4(
2π
L
)2 sign(kxk1x)
∑
µν
∑
12
|V σµν
k12 |
2pσµνp
ν
σµ|s
µ|nσ
k
nν2E(ω
νσµ
134 , ω
σµν
k12 )δk12,
where nµ1 ≡ n
µ
k1
and nν2 ≡ n
ν
k2
. In the large box limit, taking L→∞ we get:
(
L
2π
)2 < |b±
k
(T )|2 − |b±
k
(0)|2 > = 2
∑
µν
∫
|V σµν
k12 |
2(pσµν)
2
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣nµ1nν2 |∆T (ωσµνk12 )|2δk12dk12 (44)
+4 sign(kxk1x)
∑
µν
∫
|V σµν
k12 |
2pσµνp
ν
σµ|s
µ|nσ
k
nν2E(ω
νσµ
134 , ω
σµν
k12 )δk12dk12.
Taking the weak nonlinearity limit, ǫ→ 0, in the intermediate time T = 2π/ǫωk we get T →∞ (Nazarenko,
2011). In equation (44) we have:
|∆T (ω
σµν
k12 )|
2 → 2πTδ(ωσµν
k12 ), (45)
and:
E(ωνσµ134 , ω
σµν
k12 )→ 2πTδ(ω
σµν
k12 ). (46)
Defining:
∂n±
k
∂t
≃ (
L
2π
)2
< |b±
k
(T )|2 − |b±
k
(0)|2 >
T
, (47)
we get:
∂n±
k
∂t
= 2
∑
µν
∫
|V σµν
k12 |
2(pσµν)
2
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣nµ1nν22πδ(ωσµνk12 )δk12dk12 (48)
+4 sign(kxk1x)
∑
µν
∫
|V σµν
k12 |
2pσµνp
ν
σµ|s
µ|nσ
k
nν22πδ(ω
σµν
k12 )δk12dk12.
And so we have the two-layer kinetic equation:
∂nσ
k
∂t
= 4π
∑
µν
∫
|V σµν
k12 |
2
[
(pσµν)
2
∣∣∣∣s
µsν
sσ
∣∣∣∣nµ1nν2 + 2pσµνpνσµ|sµ|nσknµ1sign(kxk2x)
]
δ(ωσµν
k12 )δk12dk12. (49)
Now take the 8 different combinations of σ, µ, ν = ± i.e. {+ + −}, {− + +}, {− − +}, {+ − −}, {+ −
+}, {− +−}, {+ + +}, {− − −} and substitute the coupling coefficients pσµν from (5) into equation (49).
We finally get the two-layer kinetic equation in symmetric form:
∂nσ
k
∂t
=
∑
µν
∫
W σµν
k12 n
µ
1 [n
ν
2 + 2n
σ
k
sign(kxk2x)]δ(ω
σµν
k12 )δk12dk12. (50)
Here:
W++−
k12 = 4π|V
++−
k12 |
2(1 + s−)2(s+)2s−, (51)
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and the same for permutations of +,+ and −.
Symmetrically,
W−−+
k12 = 4π|V
−−+
k12 |
2(1 + s+)2(s−)2s+, (52)
and the same for permutations of −,− and +.
W+++
k12 = 4π|V
+++
k12 |
2(s+ + (s−)2)s+, (53)
and symmetrically,
W−−−
k12 = 4π|V
−−−
k12 |
2(s− + (s+)2)s−. (54)
The two-layer kinetic equations (50) conserves the energy:
E =
∑
σ
∫
|ωσ
k
|nσ
k
dk, (55)
and the potential enstrophy:
Ω =
∑
σ
∫
ωσ
k
(k2 + F σ)nσ
k
dk =
∑
σ
∫
|kx|n
σ
k
dk. (56)
For the proof of this see appendix A.
As mentioned earlier, in the ocean the two layers will have different densities with the upper layer being
only slightly lighter than the layer below. They will also have a significant difference in height, h1 ≪ h2,
(typical ratio 1:7) where the subscript “1” corresponds to the upper layer and “2” to the lower layer. As
a result we have:
s− ≃ −1,
and:
s+ ≃
h2
h1
≫ 1.
Substituting s− into W++−
k12 we can see that it vanishes. Since s
+ ≫ 1, W−−+
k12 is the most dominant term
since it contains an (s+)3 term and W+++
k12 and W
−−−
k12 only contain (s
+)2 terms. Hence we are left with
permutations of {− −+} only, so the two-layer kinetic equations (50) reduces to:
∂tn
+
k
=
∫
W+−−
k12 [n
−
1 n
−
2 + 2n
−
1 n
+
k
sign(kxk2x)]δ(ω
+
k
+ ω−
k1
+ ω−
k2
)δ(k+ k1 + k2)dk12, (57)
∂tn
−
k
=
∫
W−+−
k12 [n
+
1 n
−
2 + n
+
1 n
−
k
sign(kxk2x) + n
−
2 n
−
k
sign(kxk1x)]δ(ω
−
k
+ ω+
k1
+ ω−
k2
) (58)
δ(k+ k1 + k2)dk12.
{−−+} is a triad with two baroclinic components and one barotropic component. In the barotropic part
of the kinetic equation (57), k is the barotropic wavenumber and k1,k2 are the baroclinic wavenumbers.
In the baroclinic part (58), k1 is the barotropic wavenumber and k,k2 are the baroclinic wavenumbers.
Equally, we could have W−−+
k12 in (58) so that k2 is then the barotropic wavenumber and k,k1 are the
baroclinic wavenumbers.
Since in the model of the ocean we are considering (a thin upper layer) {−−+} is the most dominant
of the three triads we will focus on it entirely from now on. In the next section we will consider how energy
is transferred between the baroclinic and the barotropic modes.
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5 Nonlocal interaction between baroclinic and barotropic modes
5.1 Energy transfer in two layers
In the introduction we mentioned a schematic construction of energy flow in two layers which was first
suggested by Salmon in 1978 (Salmon, 1978) and has since become the standard picture in geophysical
literature. This picture is summarized in Salmon’s diagram reproduced in figure 1. It is important to
realise that in his work Salmon considered equivalent layers i.e. equal depth and equal density. This
means that s+ = 1 and s− = −1 and as a consequence only two types of triads {−−+} and {+++} can
exist (this can be seen from equations (51) to (54)).
✲
❄
✲
✲✛
kRkF kD
Baroclinic
Barotropic
Large-scale (small wavenumbers) Small-scale (large wavenumbers)
❅
❅
❅❘
Forcing
 
 
 ✒
Scattering into 3D turbulence
❅
❅
❅❘
k < kR k > kR
Figure 1: Salmon’s energy flux diagram for a two-layer system. The potential enstrophy flux present on
the original diagram is omitted from our discussion.
In Salmon’s picture energy is injected at the largest scale, kF , via wind created by a temperature
difference between the poles and the equator. Baroclinic modes then transfer this energy via nonlocal
{− − +} triad interactions to the baroclinic and barotropic modes at the Rossby deformation scale, kR.
A small proportion of this energy will continue to flow to the smallest scale, kD, where it is scattered
into three-dimensional turbulence. However, the majority of the energy will be transferred to large-scale
barotropic motions via local {+++} triad interactions.
In this paper we will not consider scales less than the Rossby deformation scale, k > kR. Instead, we
will concentrate on the energy transfer loop whereby the majority of the energy is transferred from the
large-scale baroclinic mode to the large-scale barotropic mode in two steps:
1. The energy is transferred from the large-scale baroclinic modes to the baroclinic and barotropic
modes at the Rossby deformation scale, k ∼ kR.
2. It is then transferred from the baroclinic and barotropic modes at the Rossby deformation scale to
the large-scale barotropic modes.
A frequently discussed candidate mechanism for step 1 of this loop is baroclinic instability (BI). In
Salmons paper (Salmon, 1978) BI is associated with a nonlocal triad interaction of the type {− −+}. In
such a triad one baroclinic wavenumber is close to zero and unstable and will transfer energy nonlocally to
the other baroclinic and barotropic wavenumbers with scales of the order of the Rossby deformation scale
(i.e. k1 ≈ k2 >> k → 0). This is more general than classical BI with a vertical shear which is the k = 0
limit. However, it can be shown that BI can not coexist with WT.
WT is applicable when the nonlinear terms in an equation are much less than the linear terms. In the
case of the two-layer equations this is when:
J [ψ,∇2ψ]≪ β∂xψ. (59)
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Let kx ∼ ky ∼ ∂x ∼ ∂y so we have:
∂xψ∂y∇
2ψ ≪ β∂xψ ⇒ Uk
2 ≪ β. (60)
The necessary condition for BI is (McWilliams, 2006):
U > βρ2. (61)
Putting the two conditions together we get:
βρ2k2 < Uk2 < β ⇒ ρ2k2 ≪ 1, (62)
but BI is maximum at kR (the scale of the Rossby deformation radius) and this is not described by WT.
Thus we can conclude that WT and BI cannot operate simultaneously.
Let us also consider the possibility of nonlocal interaction from a WT perspective. The frequency
resonance condition, ω+
k
+ ω−
k1
+ ω−
k2
= 0 (which was not considered in Salmon’s paper) must be satisfied
along with the wavenumber resonance condition, k + k1 + k2 = 0. If k1 is small then k2 ≅ −k and the
frequency condition gives ω+
k
= ω−
k
which cannot be true. Hence, in our case the transfer of energy from
the large-scale baroclinic modes to the Rossby deformation scale cannot be nonlocal and instead must be
local. We will not consider this any further in this paper.
At step 2 of the loop, the energy accumulated at the Rossby deformation scale will be transferred into
large-scale barotropic modes via an inverse transfer. This is similar to the one-layer case (Nazarenko, 2011;
Balk et al., 1991; Nazarenko and Quinn, 2009) whereby the inverse energy transfer becomes anisotropic,
with dominant zonal scales, due to the presence of a third invariant, zonostrophy. During this second stage
the inverse cascade is most probably nonlocal. It may start off as a local cascade but will eventually lead
to formation of strong (interaction with) zonal jets which will become dominant for k ∼ kR modes. In our
two-layer system such one-layer interactions would correspond to the {+ + +} triads. Drawing intuition
from the one-layer case, it would be natural to assume that in our two-layer system the inverse energy
transfer to the barotropic mode is also nonlocal. This is what we will now consider using a similar scale
separation technique to that used for the one-layer model (Balk et al., 1990; Connaughton et al., 2010),
but now for dominant {− −+} triads.
5.2 Scale separation and the diffusion equation
Let us consider a scale separated system in which the barotropic (+) modes have wavenumbers much less
than those of the baroclinic (-) modes and much less than the Rossby deformation scale, k+ ≪ k−, kR,
see figure 2. In the most interesting case the wavenumber k− ∼ kR, but we will not use this restriction in
our derivation below.
✲
✻
k+ k− ∼ kR
+ −−
Figure 2: Scale separation with k+ ≪ k−, kR.
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First let us consider the evolution of the small-scale, baroclinic modes (with wave vector k) and their
nonlocal interaction with the large-scale zonal flows. To do this, take the baroclinic part of the kinetic
equation (58) where the wavenumbers k, 1, 2 used for simplicity before will be changed back to k,k1,k2:
∂tn
−
k
=
∫
W−+−
k,k1,k2
[n+
k1
n−
k2
+ n+
k1
n−
k
sign(ωkωk2) + n
−
k2
n−
k
sign(ωkωk1)]δ(ω
−
k
+ ω+
k1
+ ω−
k2
)
δ(k + k1 + k2)dk12.
The third term n−
k2
n−
k
can be neglected because it is quadratic with respect to the small scales. In the
second term sign(ωkωk2) → −1 since k1 is the barotropic wavenumber and small so, from the resonance
conditions, k2 ≃ −k and ωk2 ≃ −ωk. Hence equation (58) reduces to:
∂tn
−
k
=
∫
W−+−
k,k1,−k−k1
n+
k1
[n−
−k−k1
− n−
k
]δ(ω−
k
+ ω+
k1
+ ω−
−k−k1
)δk12dk1, (63)
where we integrated out k2 writing it as −k− k1. Now let:
∂tn
−
k
=
∫
F (k,k1)dk1, (64)
where:
F (k,k1) =W
−+−
k,k1,−k−k1
n+
k1
[n−
−k−k1
− n−
k
]δ(ω−
k
+ ω+
k1
+ ω−
−k−k1
). (65)
Using the symmetries:
W−+−
k,k1,−k−k1
=W−+−
−k−k1,k1,k
,
and:
W−+−
k,k1,−k−k1
= W−+−
−k,−k1,k+k1
,
we get:
F (k,k1) = −F (−k− k1,k1) = −F (k + k1,−k1), (66)
so we can write:
∂tn
−
k
=
1
2
∫
(F (k,k1)− F (k+ k1,−k1))dk1 (67)
=
1
2
∫
(F (k,k1)− F (k− k1,k1))dk1.
Taylor expand F (k− k1,k1) with respect to k1 and neglect terms of O(k
2
1) to get:
∂tn
−
k
=
1
2
∫
k1.∇kF (k,k1)dk1. (68)
We now use Taylor expansion in equation (65) and rewrite F as:
F (k,k1) ≈ W
−+−
k,k1,k+k1
δ(ω−
k
+ ω+
k1
+ ω−
k+k1
)(k1.∇kn
−
k
)n+
k1
. (69)
Combining equation (68) and (69) gives:
∂tn
−
k
=
1
2
∫
k1.∇k
(
W−+−
k,k1,k+k1
δ(ω−
k
+ ω+
k1
+ ω−
k+k1
)(k1.∇kn
−
k
)n+
k1
)
dk1. (70)
Similar to work done in the one-layer case in (Connaughton et al., 2010) the kinetic equation for the
small scales n−
k
can be written as the following anisotropic diffusion equation in k-space:
∂n−
k
∂t
=
∂
∂ki
Sij
∂n−
k
∂kj
, (71)
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where the diffusion tensor:
Sij =
1
2
∫
W−+−
k,k1,k+k1
δ(ω−
k
+ ω+
k1
+ ω−
k+k1
)n+
k1
k1ik1jdk1, (72)
depends on the structure of the large scales, n+
k1
. Now let us look at the delta term. We can write out the
frequency resonant condition:
ω−
k
+ ω+
k1
+ ω−
k+k1
= 0, (73)
using the dispersion relations as follows:
kx
F− + k2
+
k1x
F+ + k
2
1
+
−kx − k1x
F− + (k + k1)2
= 0. (74)
Since F− = F+ ×H
2/h1h2 (see (Kozlov et al., 1987)), F+ ≪ F− so we can let F+ → 0 and remove it from
the above equation. Let us assume that the scaling:
k31y ∼ k1x, (75)
is true. Using this assumption we get:
kx
F− + k2
+
k1x
k21y
−
kx + k1x
F− + k2 + 2kxk1x + 2kyk1y + k21y
(76)
=
kx
F− + k2
+
k1x
k21y
+
kx
F− + k2
(
−1 +
2kyk1y
F− + k2
)
+O(k21y).
So from (76) we are left with:
δ(ω−
k
+ ω+1 + ω
−
2 ) = δ
(
k1x
k21y
+
2kxkyk1y
(F− + k2)2
)
(77)
= k21yδ
(
k1x +
2kxkyk
3
1y
(F− + k2)2
)
.
From which we can see that:
k1x = −k
3
1y
2kxky
(F− + k2)2
. (78)
Hence:
k1x ≪ k
2
1y, (79)
and the scaling (75) is confirmed. From equation (79), terms containing k1x can be removed from the
diffusion equation (71) leaving:
∂n−
k
∂t
=
∂
∂k1y
Syy
∂n−
k
∂k1y
, (80)
which describes diffusion in the ky direction with kx constant. From (72) we can write:
Syy =
1
2
∞∫
−∞
W−+−
k,k1,k+k1
k21yδ
(
k1x +
2kxkyk
3
1y
(F− + k2)2
)
n+
k1
k21ydk1xdk1y (81)
=
1
2
∞∫
−∞
W−+−
k,k1,k+k1
δ(k1x + θk
3
1y)n
+
k1
k41ydk1xdk1y, (82)
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where θ = 2kxky
(F−+k2)2
. Since k1x = −θk
3
1y, from equation(78), we get:
Syy =
1
2
∞∫
−∞
[
W−+−
k,k1,k+k1
n+
k1
]
k1x=−θk31y
k41ydk1y. (83)
To close the system, baroclinic equation (80) has to be complemented by a barotropic equation, which
is obtained from equation (57) in which the term n−
k1
n−
k2
is neglected (because n+
k
≫ n−
k2
). This gives:
∂tn
+
k
= 2
∫
W+−−
k,k1,k2
n−
k1
n+
k
sign(kxk2x)δ(ω
+
k
+ ω−
k1
+ ω−
k2
)δk12dk12. (84)
Thus we obtained the system of coupled equations (80) and (84) for the small-scale baroclinic component
and the large-scale barotropic component. One can see that the total wave-action is conserved in the
small-scale baroclinic component alone. This is natural because the nonlocal process that we considered
can be interpreted as scattering of small-scale baroclinic wave packets of a slowly varying barotropic flow.
The number of wave packets in such a process in conserved. On the other hand the total energy in the
small-scale component is not conserved. Only the sum of the energies of the small-scale baroclinic and
the large-scale barotropic components are conserved (see appendix A). Thus the energy may be exchanged
between the small-scale baroclinic and large-scale barotropic components. The dominant transfer direction
is from small to large scales. Indeed consider an initial small-scale spectrum that is concentrated near the
meridional axis with k ∼ (kx0, 0). According to our diffusion equation (80) this spectrum will spread in ky
which means that the frequency will spread towards larger ky’s with kx remaining fixed. As ky increases the
frequency of the respective modes ω−
k
= kx/(F
−+k2x+k
2
y) decreases. Considering that the total wave-action
is conserved this means that the total small-scale baroclinic energy
∫
ω−
k
n−
k
dk will decrease. Since the
total barotropic plus baroclinic energy is conserved the baroclinic energy loss will be compensated by the
growth of the barotropic energy at large scales. As the barotropic waves that interact with the small-scale
baroclinic modes are mostly zonal (equation (75)), this transfer of energy will be mostly anisotropic and
mostly to the large-scale zonal component. See diagram (3).
6 Conclusion
Two-layer models are more realistic when describing the oceans, as less dense, warmer surface waters float
on top of denser, colder waters. Up until now, unlike the one-layer case, not much work has been done
for two layers in a WT context and the work that as been done makes major assumptions such as equal
layers, when in fact the top layer is typically much thinner than the bottom layer.
In this paper we began by deriving a symmetric form of the two-layer kinetic equation using canonical
variables. We considered an ocean with a thin upper layer and as a result the kinetic equation contained
only {−−+} triads (whose wavenumbers and frequencies are in resonance) with two baroclinic components
and one barotropic component. We then studied the turbulent cascade of energy between the barotropic
and baroclinic modes. We showed that energy is transferred via local triad interactions from large-scale
baroclinic modes to baroclinic and barotropic modes at the Rossby deformation scale. From there, energy
is transferred to the large-scale barotropic modes via an inverse nonlocal transfer.
Via scale separation a system of coupled equations were obtained for the small-scale baroclinic compo-
nent and the large-scale barotropic component. From our diffusion equation, it can be seen that diffusion
occurs towards larger ky’s with kx fixed. Small-scale wave-action n
−
k
is conserved by this motion.
The energy of the small scales ω−
k
n−
k
is not conserved, however. Since the total energy (barotropic plus
baroclinic) of the large and small scales together is conserved, baroclinic energy lost by small scales will be
compensated by the growth of the barotropic energy at large scales. We find that this transfer is mostly
anisotropic and mostly to the zonal component.
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Figure 3: Diagram to show the direction of wave-action and energy transfer.
It is possible that a negative feedback loop forms, similar to in the one-layer model (Connaughton et al.,
2011), whereby the growth of large scales should turn off the energy source (which we showed in the case
of WT cannot be BI). One can answer this by direct numerical simulation (DNS) of the two-layer model
and this is something to consider in future work.
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A Conservation of energy and potential enstrophy
Let us prove that the two-layer kinetic equation conserves the total energy (of the barotropic and baroclinic
modes):
E =
∑
σ
∫
|ωσ
k
|nσ
k
dk, (85)
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and the total potential enstrophy:
Ω =
∑
σ
∫
ωσ
k
(k2 + F σ)nσ
k
dk =
∑
σ
∫
|kx|n
σ
k
dk, (86)
by substituting equation (50):
n˙σ
k
=
∑
µν
∫
W σµν
k12 [n
µ
1n
ν
2 + n
σ
k
nµ1 sign(ωkω2) + n
σ
k
nν2sign(ωkω1)]δ(ω
σµν
k12 )δk12dk12, (87)
into (85) and (86).
E˙ =
∑
σ
∫
|ωσ
k
|n˙σ
k
dk (88)
=
∑
σµν
∫
ωσ
k
sign(ωk)W
σµν
k12 [n
µ
1n
ν
2 + n
σ
k
nµ1sign(ωkω2) + n
σ
k
nν2sign(ωkω1)]δ(ω
σµν
k12 )δk12dk12.
Exchanging k↔ k3 we have:
∑
σµν
∫
W σµν312 [n
µ
1n
ν
2ω
σ
3 sign(ω3) + n
σ
3n
µ
1ω
σ
3 sign(ω2) + n
σ
3n
ν
2ω
σ
3 sign(ω1)]δ(ω
σµν
312 )δ312dk123, (89)
then swapping 3↔ 2 in the second term and 3↔ 1 in the third term gives:
1
3
∫
W σµν312 n
µ
1n
ν
2sign(ω3)(ω
σ
3 + ω
ν
2 + ω
µ
1 )δ(ω
σµν
312 )δ312dk123, (90)
which is zero by the frequency resonance condition. Similarly for the potential enstrophy:
Ω˙ =
∑
σ
∫
|kx|n˙
σ
k
dk (91)
=
∑
σµν
∫
kxsign(kx)W
σµν
k12 [n
µ
1n
ν
2 + n
σ
k
nµ1 sign(kxk2x) + n
σ
k
nν2sign(kxk1x)]δ(ω
σµν
k12 )δk12dk12
=
∑
σµν
∫
W σµν312 [n
µ
1n
ν
2k3xsign(k3x) + n
σ
3n
µ
1k3xsign(k2x) + n
σ
3n
ν
2k3xsign(k1x)]δ(ω
σµν
312 )δ312dk312
=
∑
σµν
∫
W σµν312 n
µ
1n
ν
2sign(k3x)(k3x + k2x + k1x)δ(ω
σµν
312 )δ312dk312,
which is zero by the wavenumber resonance condition.
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